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Fujinon optical 50x zoom lens (24 - 1200mm)* incorporates a combination of
aspherical lenses and ED lens. It provides a bright aperture rating of f/2.9 - 6.5 with 17 
elements in 12 groups, the lens combines aspherical and ED elements to good effect 
for reduced aberration and superior image quality. With Super-Macro Mode capturing 
subjects as close as 1cm from the lens, the FinePix S9400W / S9200 seamlessly covers 
an enormous focal range with no need to ever change lenses.
* 35mm format equivalent.

The FinePix S9400W offers the 
flexibility of framing your shots 
through the crisp, clear electronic 
viewfinder.
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Fujinon 50x Optical Zoom
(24mm-1200mm)* & Super Macro.

1cm
Super Macro



16M BSI-CMOS 
makes even dark 
scenes bright for 
high-quality images.

16 million
pixels
CMOS
sensor.

Continuous Shooting.

Full HD Movie (1080i/60fps)
with OIS and DIS.

Wireless transfer to your smartphone
or PC lets you share high image
quality on the spot.

Full HD Movie
with 50 x zoom!

Full HD Movie
with Scene recognition

Full HD Movie
with still image capture!

Full HD Movie
with 5-Axis Image Stabilization

Full HD Movie
with Advanced Filter

Sensor
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For more information, please visit our Website:

http://www.fujifilm.com/products/digital_cameras/s/finepix_s9400w/ 

A one-touch Movie Recording 
Button enables you to capture 
all the action in full HD.

Continuous Shooting 10fps at full resolution. (max. 10 frames*) 
*Fujifilm research based on CIPA standards.

One Touch Movie
Recording Button.

Movie scene recognition ensures that set-
tings are optimized according to your sub-
ject. Full HD Movie shares your memories 
with family on the big screen, using the mini 
HDMI connector. Optical image stabilization 
OIS and electronic image stabilization DIS 
effectively function during movie shooting. 
Therefore, movies can be shot with less blur 
and without stress.

You can easily transfer images wirelessly from the FINEPIX S9400W 
to your smartphone or tablet after installing the free FUJIFILM 
Camera Application app. There are no troublesome ID and password 
settings; press the MENU button of the back of the camera and then 
add the images instantly to your blog or share them with friends on 
your social networking site. You can also use the FINEPIX S9400W's 
built-in Wi-Fi to save your photos to your PC.

*Only for S9400W.


